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Testing your Fiber Assemblies
1. Visual Fault Locators
When cleaning is not the issue, optical continuity can be verified using a
Visual Fault Locator. The light used in fiber systems is invisible infrared
light (IR) beyond the range of the human eye. By injecting the light from
a visible source, such as an LED, laser or incandescent bulb, one can
visually trace the fiber from transmitter to receiver to ensure orientation
and continuity.
One of the best uses for these devices is to trace fibers for identification
or to determine correct connections. To trace fibers using the fiber optic
tracer or VFL, connect the fiber to the output connector of the unit. The
light output will be visible to the eye at the other end of the fiber.

2. Power Meter Testing
The most basic fiber optic measurement is optical power from the end of
a
fiber. This measurement is the basis for loss measurements as well as
the power from a source or presented at a receiver. Power Meter Testing
simulates the way the cable will function with an actual link. The test
source mimics the transmitter, the power meter the receiver. Results are
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displayed on a meter readout in "dB." Optical loss is measured in "dB"
while optical power is measured in "dBm".

Know the appropriate power meter light source for your application. Multi
mode Fiber - 850 or 1300nm --- Singlemode Fiber - 1310 or 1550nm.

3. Optical Time-Domain Reflectometer (OTDR)
Unlike sources and power meters which measure the loss of the fiber
optic cable directly , the OTDR "sees" individual details such as link
lengths as well as the locations and levels of loss and reflectance. In
fiber, light is scattered in all directions, including some scattered back
toward the source. The OTDR uses this "backscattered light" to make
measurements along with reflected light from connectors or cleaved fiber
ends. OTDRs are most effective when testing long cables (800+ feet) or
runs with splices.
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For most users, factory repair is the best option.
However, depending on the level of experience with fiber, technical
competency, and available equipment, accurate testing and quality
splices can be made in the field.
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